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INTRODUCTION TO NEWHORRIZON
What is it all about?
NewHoRRIzon [NH] is
commissioned to develop
the conceptual and
operational basis to
integrate RRI into
European and national
research and innovation
(R&I) practice and
funding. To do so,
NewHoRRIzon
established 19 Social
Labs that cover all
sections of H2020.

Together with a wide-ranging group of R&I stakeholders, in these Social Labs,
NewHoRRIzon co-creates tailor-made pilot actions, based on H2020 experience
that will potentially stimulate an increased use and acceptance of RRI across
Framework Programme 9.

WHAT IS A SOCIAL LAB?
• form a team
• create a process (discussion and exchange, creativity and
innovation, „testing passionate ideas“)
• provide for appropriate spaces
• do social experiments / pilots
• organise learning cycles

OBJECTIVES OF THE SOCIAL LAB

•diagnosis of the current RRI practices with H2020 → barriers and
enablers for embedding of RRI
•designing & implementing of social experiments to test overcoming
barriers
•reflect on the outcomes of the experiments & to learn for further
experimenting and future embedding of RRI into R&I policies &
funding programmes

PILOT ACTIONS
• Pilot Actions are understood as dedicated
interventions that aim to advance the uptake of
RRI in H2020 and beyond.
• Doing small experiments in everyday life/work
situations in the framework of the Social Lab
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All 19 Social Labs have
co-created pilot actions
in their first workshop
Descriptions of the pilot
actions per lab are
online and can be found
here:
https://newhorrizon.eu
/social-labs/
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PILOT ACTIONS OVERVIEW

Analysis & Assessment Tool
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Case Studies
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Stakeholder Engagement
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Dissemination & Awareness
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Document Analysis
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Pilot Actions of the NewHoRRIzon Project
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GOALS AND NON-GOALS OF TRAINING

Goals:
• The group has a common understanding of RRI
• Current status of RRI in secure, clean and efficient energy projects/proposals
• Participants feel secure in consulting Energy beneficiaries about the topic
Non-goals:
• Common guidelines how to integrate RRI in Energy proposals
• List of RRI evaluation criteria for proposals
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Pilot Actions of the NewHoRRIzon Project

RRI NCP TRAINING - AGENDA

Day 1
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Time

Content

13:00 – 13:30

Welcome & Introduction

13:30 – 15:00

Session 1: Introduction to the RRI
concept

15:00 – 15:15

Coffee Break

15:15 – 17:30

Session 2: RRI in Horizon2020 ENERGY
programme line & practice
discussing a showcase with an invited
speaker

18:00

End of Day 1

19:00

Working Dinner (invited)

RRI NCP TRAINING - AGENDA

Day 2
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Time

Content

09:00 – 09:30

Check-in and reflection

09:30 – 11:00

Session 3: Tools for RRI

11:00 – 11:15

Coffee Break

11:15 – 12:00

Session 4: Marketplace of tools

12:00 – 13:00

Lunch

13:00 – 15:00

Session 5: Take aways & Closing

WORKSHOP ETIQUETTE

Each input is valuable!
 Share your experiences and listen to others
 Be open for new ideas and concepts
 Be present
 Discussions and criticism should address topics, not
persons
 Focus on solutions, not problems
 Please respect strict timing and instructions of the
moderators

Enjoy!

Responsible Research and Innovation in
the H2020 Programme Line ENERGY
ZSI, Lisa Marie Seebacher
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Method
Analysis of RRI as a holistic concept as well as individual RRI keys
and process dimensions of the following materials:
• H2020 Work Programme & Calls on ENERGY 2016/2017 & 2018/2020
• Policy & Scoping papers (European Energy Security Strategy 2014, Policy
Framework for climate and energy 2014, SET plan 2014, Clean Energy for all
Europeans Package 2016, Scoping paper for the Energy Work Programme
2018-2019)
• Evaluation guidelines
• Proposal templates
• Winning ENERGY projects
& 10 Expert interviews
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Findings
• Policy level
• some documents (e.g. European Energy Security Strategy & Policy
Framework for climate and energy 2020-2030) do not reflect any RRI
awareness.
• Others (SET plan, Clean Energy for all Europeans Package) do consider
RRI dimensions
• Public engagement is the most explicitly mentioned key, by increased
citizen participation, science education and consideration of gender
dimension, the energy system is supposed to become ‘smart citizencentred’
• 3 Os are important cross cutting issues of the strategic orientation
2018-2020
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Findings
• Work Programmes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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WPs explicitly mention RRI as key dimension of programme line
Public Engagement most important key
On call level, RRI is no longer reflected as holistic concept
Technical calls show a complete lack of RRI awareness compared to
user/consumer oriented calls.
Industries and public sector are most frequently included non-scientific
stakeholders
Civil society only addressed in role of energy consumers and end users
Gender is reflected within energy consumer’s perspective and the level of
research team composition
Ethics is only explicitly included with regard to data protection

Findings
• Projects
•
•
•
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Reflect the limited awareness of RRI on call level – only single keys are
addressed
More than two thirds of analysed H2020 projects do not address one RRI
dimension
Exception: Smart City projects which link several RRI dimensions at once

Findings - Summary
• RRI as a concept is explicitly mentioned in the Work Programmes, but not
addressed at policy nor call level – only single RRI keys are occasionally
touched upon, exception: smart city projects
• All of the 3 Os play a subordinate role – despite increasing interdisciplinarity
due to the inclusion of social sciences and humanities
• Public engagement: Most important key in the field, industry and public
sector and energy customers are most often involved to sustain the energy
transition
• Science Education: aims at customer or energy user education and training
for students
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Findings - Summary
• Gender: included as one feature of diversity in social science perspectives
on energy customers, partly considered in research team composition
• Open Access: data sharing in the broadest sense, limited by competitive
advantages and market logic
• Ethics: energy research and technology as such is perceived as neutral and
void of ethical dimensions beyond data protection, but deemed necessary
as soon as social sciences perspectives are included
• Governance: Multi-stakeholder involvement is seen crucial
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Additional Suggestions
Expert interviews further suggested enablers and barriers for
realisation of RRI:
• Guidelines and specific trainings combined with financial and time
resources as most supportive
• Project sustainability: distributing learning results beyond the project
scope
• Established frameworks (e.g. public funds or networks) play an important
role in keeping success stories alive
• A supportive multi-stakeholder network can support the process to
overcome currently hindering attitudes and research traditions.
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Responsible Research and Innovation
Toolkits to use
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Tools - Overview

1. Self-reflection tool and HowTos (RRI TOOLS project)
2. RRI Card Game (RRI TOOLS project)
3. Thinking Tool (NewHoRRIzon)
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RRI TOOLS
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RRI Tools

• Self-reflection tool (online and booklet)
https://www.rri-tools.eu/self-reflection-tool

• How-tos
https://www.rri-tools.eu/how-to-stk-rc-incorporate-rri-inpolicy/funding-institutions

• Card game
https://www.rri-tools.eu/-/cards-for-rri-conversations
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Thinking Tool
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RRI Thinking Tool
• Developed within the NewHoRRIzon project
• Offers practical guidance for stimulating reflective questions on how to
integrate RRI into research practice
• Mainly aims at researchers
• Openly accessible here: https://www.thinkingtool.eu/tool/
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RRI Thinking Tool
• Choose the stage of the project:
•
•
•
•

Ideation of Ideas
Implementation, Data collection, testing
Data analysis, Interpretation, Evaluation
Dissemination

• Choose your perspective:
•
•
•

Entry points: e.g. RRI as part or identify partners, develop an implementation plan,
Address societal challenges
RRI keys
Conditions: RRI process requirements

• Targeted set of reflective questions + possibility to add questions
• Answers can be saved per project and converted into a pdf
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